Interannual surface salinity on Northwest Atlantic shelf
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Abstract Sea surface salinity (SSS) from the Aquarius and SMOS satellite missions displays a steady increase of ~1 psu over the entire northwestern Atlantic shelf south of Nova Scotia during 2011–2015. Put in context of longer ocean profile data, the results suggest that mixed layer salinity and temperature north of the Gulf Stream experience positively correlated shelf-wide interannual oscillations (1 psu/2°C). Salty and warm events occur coincident with anomalous easterly-southeasterly winds and Ekman transport counteracting the mean southwestward shelf currents. They are coincident with weakening of both branches of the Scotian Shelf Current (SSC), but only moderately correlate with shifts of the Gulf Stream North Wall. This suggests that salt advection by anomalous SSC acting on the mean salinity gradient is the primary driver regulating the transport of fresh/cold water from high latitudes. The advection mechanism imposes a connectedness of the larger-scale interannual variability in this region and its tie to atmospheric oscillations. In the second part, an analysis of 15 year-long numerical simulations is presented which show eight interannual salinity oscillations (positive and negative). Six of these are driven by horizontal advection by slow varying currents (>2 months), while two events are driven by horizontal eddy advection (<2 months). In line with observations, salt/warm model events correspond to anomalously weak SSC, correlate with southeasterly wind anomaly, and confirm that interannual horizontal salt advection drives interannual salinity. Indeed, vertical exchanges provide negative feedback, while interannual horizontal diffusion and the net surface salt flux anomalies are small.

1. Introduction

This paper explores interannual salinity along the shelf and slope sea of the northwestern (NW) Atlantic using the new large-scale perspective made available by satellite sea surface salinity (SSS) [e.g., Lagerloef et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2014a]. The study extends from Cape Hatteras north to the tail of the Grand Banks over a region where recent ocean changes are receiving much attention. Sea level variations [Ezer and Atkinson, 2014], Gulf Stream position shifts [Andres, 2016], and a high recent rate in upper ocean heating [Gawarkiewicz et al., 2012; Mills et al., 2013] are all observed, with differing potential impacts on the circulation, ecosystems, and coastal populations. Regional salinity change is also under study [Townsend et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2016], mainly using in situ observations, with ecosystem implications tied to changing nutrients and factors controlling ocean acidification rates. These studies identify the need for spatially resolved and shelf-wide salinity observations. Such data would help to fill a large gap in monitoring of the hydrographic change due to variable downcoast advection, its fate, and its controls.

The continental shelf in the NW Atlantic hosts a productive marine ecosystem that supports the local coastal economy. This region displays significant interannual variability in biomass, which is linked to physical processes such as interannual winds and their impacts on currents, as well as the partitioning between Atlantic and Labrador Current source waters entering the shelf [e.g. Greene et al., 2013; Saba et al., 2015]. While there is a contribution from coastal freshwater discharge, the majority of freshwater and nutrient inflow to this shelf system is provided by alongshelf southwestward currents [Townsend et al., 2006]. This suggests that interannual salinity variations may serve as an indirect indicator of the changing shelf biology. In this study, we use a combination of analysis of observations and numerical simulation to show the importance of wind-driven horizontal advection in regulating the interannual variations in salinity on this shelf.
Relatively cold and fresh coastal-trapped NW Atlantic shelf water flows equatorward and is fed from high latitude freshwater sources [Chapman et al., 1986; Loder et al., 1998a, 1998b]. Both historical data and ocean models show interannual variations in the shelf hydrography [Loder et al., 2001]. Observed interannual variations in temperature and salinity reach about 4.5°C and 0.7 psu, respectively, and may be associated in part with corresponding variations in the input and water mass properties of the Labrador Current [Petrie and Drinkwater, 1993]. This water is transported along the Scotian Shelf by the inshore and offshore branches of the southwestward Scotian Shelf Current (SSC) (see circulation schemes in Figure 1 of Saba et al. [2015] and Figure 5.4 of Townsend et al. [2006]). The offshore branch of this southwestward flow is fed by Labrador Slope Water, which circulates anticyclonically around the Grand Banks [Csanady and Hamilton, 1988].

Figure 1. Standard deviation of anomalous monthly SSS (psu) August 2011 to July 2015 from (a) Aquarius (v4.0) (b) SMOS (L4a). Corresponding annual climatologic SSS contours (32–37 psu, CI = 1 psu) are overlain. Annual mean shelf currents (OSCAR, magenta/black corresponds to eastward/westward, respectively) and 1000 m depth contour (white-dashed, a proxy for the shelf boundary) are shown in Figure 1a, currents > 25 cm/s are shown in Figure 1b. The locations: Newfoundland (NF), Nova Scotia (NS), Gulf of Maine (GoM), Mid-Atlantic Bight (MAB), are indicated in Figure 1a.
The inshore branch is fed by a mixture of waters from the Labrador Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence [Houghton and Fairbanks, 2001].

A number of competing ideas have been proposed regarding the mechanisms of variability of the wind-driven circulation on the Scotian Shelf. Li et al. [2014] have found that the inshore branch of the SSC is regulated by interannual variations in the alongshore winds, which modify the cross-shore sea level gradient via Ekman processes, thus amplifying the along wind component of the geostrophically balanced coastal current. According to this mechanism, stronger southwesterly winds weaken the prevailing southwestward inshore SSC branch, whereas weaker southwesterly winds strengthen the southwestward inshore SSC branch. This wind-induced flow variability influences the transport of low-salinity water from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, explaining the presence of interannual variations in surface salinity within the region [Li et al., 2014]. In contrast, the diagnostic analysis of observations by Feng et al. [2016] indicates that increased southwestward flow on the Scotian Shelf (and thus a stronger inshore branch of the SSC) is related to increased cross-shore (northwesterly) winds, suggestive of a contribution by alongshore Ekman transport.

Alternatively, Petrie and Drinkwater [1993] have argued that the variations in the westward transport of Labrador Slope Water from the Newfoundland region along the shelfbreak (including the downstream offshore SSC branch) play a major role in the determination of the water mass properties in the Scotian Shelf-Gulf of Maine region. The Labrador Slope Water transport is strongly modulated by anomalies of zonal winds driven by the relative strengths of two large-scale atmospheric surface pressure cells: the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. The North Atlantic Oscillation Index, NAO, [Hurrell et al., 2003] depends on the difference between these two. During prolonged periods of a positive phase of the NAO, a lesser volume of the colder and fresher Labrador Current water turns southwest and mixes with the warmer and saltier shelf and slope waters downstream. In contrast, during a negative phase of the NAO a greater volume of Labrador Current water veers to the west along the shelfbreak, thus leading to greater cooling and freshening of the shelf and slope waters downstream [Petrie and Drinkwater, 1993; Greene et al., 2013]. Due to variations in the Labrador Current partitioning, the thermohaline properties of the eastern Canadian continental shelf water respond to sustained periods (several years) of weaker and stronger winter NAO leading to a dipole-like pattern. “The warm, salty (or cold, fresh) conditions prevail on the Newfoundland-Labrador Shelf, the eastern Scotian Shelf, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence during periods of negative (or positive) NAO phase. The opposite response is seen on the central and western Scotian Shelf and in the Gulf of Maine” [Petrie, 2007].

Westward transport of Labrador Slope Water along the shelf edge carries these anomalies down toward the Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB). They are observed as positively correlated interannual fluctuations of upper ocean temperature, salinity, and currents along the repeating Oleander ship transects [Flagg et al., 2006]. In these records, the temperature and salinity variations are positively correlated and coherent all across the shelf and slope out to the Gulf Stream. Although the velocity variability is not as coherent, there is a clear relationship between the interannual current variations and the water properties indicating that the hydrographic variability is largely due to interannual variations in advective effects. These anomalies become enhanced along the shelf-slope front extending from the tail of the Grand Banks to Cape Hatteras and separating colder and less saline continental shelf waters from warmer and more saline slope waters. It is largely a density-compensated front with strong seasonal variability in \( T \) and \( S \) (5°C and 2 psu), both maximum in summer [e.g., Linder and Gawarkiewicz, 1998]. These shelf-slope front anomalies take about 4 years to propagate from the tail of the Grand Banks in the east to Cape Hatteras in the west [Bisagni et al., 2009], in turn suggesting that the same sign of anomalous temperature and salinity should be observed south of the Scotian Shelf if the anomalies persist for longer than 4 years. Being largely driven by wind impacts on the shelf circulation, the resulting SST anomalies can feedback on the atmosphere on quasi-local [Wills et al., 2016] and basin-wide [e.g., Wen et al., 2005] scales, thus leading to coupled atmosphere-ocean interactions.

There is a systematic reduction in the southward transport of high latitude waters from about 0.7 Sv on the Scotian Shelf to lesser values as water passes the Gulf of Maine and enters the MAB [Loder et al., 1998b]. Regardless of the southward reduction, the horizontal transport remains a dominant factor governing interannual salinity further south even in estuaries like the Long Island Sound where anomalous coastal freshwater discharge explains only 25% of the variance of the salinity anomaly [Lee and Lwiza, 2005]. Expecting that along shelf reduction in the southwestward freshwater transport is accompanied by the associated reduction in cold water transport, one may note that even in the MAB, the horizontal heat transport remains the major term balancing the positive 10 Wm\(^{-2}\) net surface heat flux into the ocean [Beardsley and Boicourt, 1981;
In comparison with the mixed layer heat budget, the horizontal advection is expected to play even a greater role for the mixed layer salt budget [e.g., Foltz et al., 2004]. Because SSS anomalies are not damped by air-sea feedbacks, it is perhaps not surprising for such SSS anomalies to persist and be transported away from their origins. Moreover, near-surface fresh layer present on the shelf is additionally preserved by the damping effect of the barrier layer on turbulent exchanges with saltier water below [Liu et al., 2009].

Alongshelf equatorward transport of subpolar waters is accompanied by complex cross-shelf exchanges between the shelf water and the Slope Sea. The latter is a buffer zone separating the Gulf Stream from the shelf, in which subpolar and subtropical waters mix [e.g., Rossby, 1999]. Interannual variations of the Gulf Stream north wall latitude (GSNW) [Taylor and Stephens, 1998] are regulated by the large-scale pattern of wind curl over the North Atlantic through interannual changes in the strength and position of the Icelandic low and Azores high atmospheric surface pressure systems [e.g., Taylor and Stephens, 1998; Joyce et al., 2000; Sanchez-Franks et al., 2016]. The GSNW may serve as a proxy for variable slope water properties. Indeed, it moderately correlates with interannual salinity even in the inner shelf regions like the Long Island Sound ($r = 0.4$ at zero lag) [Lee and Lwiza, 2005].

Studies of interannual changes in the NW Atlantic shelf have been relying on in situ oceanographic data so far. Because the shelf is a highly variable ocean zone that extends over a vast area, the best way to monitor its variability is provided by satellite sensors as has been demonstrated using ocean color data [e.g., Schollaert et al., 2004]. Although satellite sea surface temperature (SST) has been available since 1982 [Reynolds et al., 2007], the SSS, which is principal to the shelf studies, has become available only since the early 2010s. Recently two instruments, the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS, 2010-onward) [e.g., Boutin et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2014a] and the US/Argentina Aquarius/SACD (2011–2015) [Lagerloef et al., 2012] have begun providing SSS measurements from space, offering a more direct approach to track temporally and spatially varying shelf water characteristics. Both instruments, Aquarius and SMOS, demonstrate good regional performance and are able to detect spatial gradients associated with the mean and eddy salinity fields of the Gulf Stream system [Reul et al., 2014b; Umbert et al., 2015]. Here we use observations of satellite SSS and SST together with ancillary observations to better identify spatial patterns of a significant salinification of the NW Atlantic shelf in the Scotian-to-Hatteras latitude band from the summer-fall of 2011 through 2015 and explore the potential causes of this change. Our focus is on the broader perspective that the combined satellite-model approach affords.

2. Data and Methods

For this study, we rely on two satellite-based SSS data sets. The first is monthly Level 3 gridded Aquarius SSS (version 4.0), which spans 4 years from August 2011 through June 2015. It is obtained from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center on a $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid and has a characteristic accuracy of about 0.2 psu for monthly averages [see Lee, 2016 for more detailed accuracy analysis]. The second is the monthly Level 4 (L4a) European Space Agency Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) SSS, which spans 6 years from 2010 through April 2016. It is obtained from the Centre d’Expertise IFREMER du CATDS-Ocean Salinity on a $0.5^\circ \times 0.5^\circ$ grid. Because the accuracy decreases over cold water and near coasts, the SMOS SSS are adjusted by applying a large-scale bias correction using monthly optimally interpolated in situ profile data produced by the French Coriolis Data Archiving Center In Situ Analysis System [Reul et al., 2015].

Both satellite salinity missions operate in the L-band (1.4 GHz) where water emissivity depends on salinity. The background Earth thermal radiation in this band is almost seven orders of magnitude weaker than in the infrared bands widely used for SST remote sensing. Such weak L-band radiation makes SSS retrieval challenging, especially in high-latitude cold water conditions where L-band thermal radiation is less sensitive to SSS. This leads to some remaining biases in retrieved SSS that amplify poleward and have significant seasonal variations [see, e.g., Melnichenko et al., 2016 for bias illustration]. Although satellite SSS is reasonably close to quasi-synchronous in situ measurements in the tropics [e.g., Grodsky et al., 2012], employing satellite SSS at higher latitudes is still subject to limitations due to the seasonally dependent bias. Fortunately, SSS anomalies relative to SSS monthly climatology are free from this seasonal bias that is removed along with the real seasonal cycle. Anomalous (or nonseasonal) satellite SSS, which is used in this paper, has
higher accuracy and area of its applicability may be extended beyond the tropics into the midlatitude ocean [Boutin et al., 2016; Lee, 2016].

Satellite SSS records are not long enough to resolve interannual processes. Longer, but less frequently sampled records are available from in situ measurements. We examine two such data-only analyses. The Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) employs two-dimensional optimal interpolation of Argo floats, ocean mooring data, and CTD casts on pressure surfaces for monthly analysis of temperature and salinity on a global 1° × 1° grid from January 2001-ongoing [Hosoda et al., 2008]. The Met Office Hadley Centre EN4 (version 4.1.1) global 1° × 1° ocean temperature and salinity monthly objective analysis of Good et al. [2013] covers the longer period 1900 to present (from which we focus only on the shorter data coincident with satellite altimetry observations since 1993). It uses the World Ocean Database 2009 as a primary data set, which is augmented by other mostly high-latitude data compilations. The most recent data come from the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Program that also includes the Argo global data assembly. We use the EN4 analysis version that employs the Levitus drop rate correction for expandable and mechanical bathythermographs. The two objective analyses (JAMSTEC and EN4) use similar original data but differ in their quality control procedures and objective analysis implementations. We also examine a multisatellite altimeter sea level provided by AVISO on a 1/4° × 1/4° monthly grid for the years 1992–2015.

We examine monthly 10 m equivalent neutral winds from two satellite scatterometers: the NASA SeaWinds scatterometer onboard QuikSCAT (referred to as QuikSCAT) [Dunbar et al., 2006] for the period June 1999 to November 2009 and the ASCAT scatterometer onboard the European Meteorological Satellite Organization MetOp-A (referred to as ASCAT) [Bentamy and Croize-Fillon, 2012] for the period since 2008. Prior to merging, the ASCAT winds were corrected for the spatial pattern of time mean difference with QuikSCAT during an overlap period 2008–2009, and then the combined data set was mapped onto a uniform 0.5° × 0.5° grid. We use monthly SST data from the NOAA Optimum Interpolation 1/4° Daily SST Analysis of Reynolds et al. [2007]. Monthly near-surface currents are obtained from the Ocean Surface Current Analyses—Real time (OSCAR) [Bonjean and Lagerloef, 2002]. OSCAR estimates horizontal velocity by combining geostrophic velocity from sea surface height, with wind drift. Finally, we also use monthly MODIS-Terra chlorophyll-a concentration (Chl-a) as a proxy for the optical characteristics of near-surface water. Precipitation is provided by the merged-infrared precipitation adjusted by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission data (TRMM product 3B42 version 7). This product spans 50°S–50°N band. Evaporation is provided by the WHOI Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) [Yu, 2007].

To evaluate mixed layer processes such as entrainment and advection, we rely on an eddy-resolving simulation using Parallel Ocean Program (version 2) numerics. The model configuration, similar to that of Maltrud et al. [2010] and described in Grodsky et al. [2015], has a tripole grid with a nominal resolution of 0.1°. Surface forcing is based on the Coordinated Ocean Reference Experiment atmosphere (COREv2) [Large and Yeager, 2004] and climatological monthly river runoff. The simulations begin in 1977 from initial conditions provided by a 15 year spin-up using the exactly repeating “normal year” version of COREv2. Here we examine a 15 year segment of the interannually forced simulations starting from 1994.

The salt budget of the mixed layer is evaluated by vertically averaging the salt transport equation:

\[
\frac{\partial S}{\partial t} = - \langle u \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \rangle - \langle v \frac{\partial S}{\partial y} \rangle - \langle w \frac{\partial S}{\partial z} \rangle + \langle (E-P)S \rangle + \langle \frac{Q_{\text{DIF}}}{H} (z=H) \rangle + \langle H \frac{\partial}{\partial H} \rangle + \langle \text{SSF} \rangle + \langle \text{HDIF} \rangle
\]

where angular brackets, \( \langle \rangle \), denote the vertical average over mixed layer depth \( H \), \( S \) is salinity, \( E-P \) is evaporation-minus-precipitation, \( \langle u, v, w \rangle \) is vector velocity, and \( Q_{\text{DIF}} \) is the diffusive mixing across the base of the mixed layer, \( z=H \). The terms in (1) are: salinity tendency (TEND); total zonal (ZADVT), meridional (MADVT), and vertical (VADVT) salinity advection components; normalized surface salt flux (SSF) and vertical diffusion (VDIF) scaled by the mixed layer depth; horizontal diffusion (HDIF). These terms were saved on the original grid at 5 day time resolution. The total salinity advection is further decomposed into two parts such as zonal advection by slowly varying (mean) currents, \( \text{ZADV} = \langle u \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \rangle \), and zonal eddy advection by shorter timescale variations, \( \text{ZEDDY} = \text{ZADV} - \text{ZADVT} \). The overbar represents a running 55 day average, which is an effective temporal scale of separation of eddies and seasonal flow in this analysis. This temporal
3. Results

3.1. Observed Changes During 2011–2015

The standard deviation of anomalous SSS is a useful proxy for the magnitude and spatial extent of the highly variable salinity area in the NW Atlantic shelf area (Figure 1). Besides seasonal variations, this area experiences substantial nonseasonal variations. Regardless of the differences in their spatial resolution, both satellite SSS products show that nonseasonal salinity variability is large (>0.5 psu) on the Scotian shelf extending southwestward into the MAB. However, north of the Scotian shelf in the area south of the Newfoundland, the two satellite SSS products disagree with weaker variability in the Aquarius product. We attribute this difference to reduced sensitivity over cold water of microwave L band SSS retrievals such as these counteracted in the case of SMOS L4a by the inclusion of in situ observations.

Although there exist some salinity differences associated with the Gulf Stream itself (discussed by Reul et al. [2014b]), the maximum of nonseasonal SSS variability area is over the shelf (Figure 1b) and its seaward boundary approximately follows the shelf-slope front, which extends from the Tail of the Grand Banks to Cape Hatteras and separates colder and less saline continental shelf waters from warmer and more saline slope waters. The observed SSS variability may be produced by anomalous shifts of the shelf-slope front, a portion of which is probably associated with latitudinal shifts of the position of the Gulf Stream north wall. Alternatively, the gradients across the shelf-slope front depend on the shelf water characteristics, which in turn depend on water transport from high latitudes. Annual mean OSCAR currents confirm previous findings and show that this fresh and cold water transport takes place through the Scotian Shelf gateway along two main branches of the SSC (Figure 1a). Southwestward transport of Labrador Slope Water passes anticyclonically around the Grand Banks and continues as the SSC offshore branch following along the shelf edge (illustrated with 1000 m depth contour in Figure 1a). The OSCAR currents also resolve another fresh water route that locates just off Nova Scotia coast. This inshore branch of the SSC current is fed by a mixture of waters from the Labrador Shelf and Gulf of St. Lawrence. The two SSC branches eventually merge south of Nova Scotia and carry the high latitude fresh/cold water down into the MAB.

Both advection and frontal shifts induce positively correlated salinity/temperature anomalies, which are detectable in various in situ observation sets [e.g., Flagg et al., 2006]. Our satellite SSS confirms that they occupy a significant portion of the shelf extending at least from Nova Scotia and including the MAB (Figure 1). Temporal changes in the observed spatial patterns of anomalous SSS are consistent for the two satellite sensors (Figure 2). Relatively fresh SSS is present south of Nova Scotia during 2011–2012. Coincidently, SMOS shows salty conditions to the north and east in line with the dipole-like pattern revealed by the Petrie [2007] analysis. This salty pole is probably obscured in Aquarius data due to the above mentioned degradation in the quality of SSS retrievals over cold waters. SSS increases to its time mean values in 2013. Salinity keeps increasing during 2014 and 2015 (Figure 2).

According to the Li et al. [2014] hypothesis, this salinity increase should correspond to stronger than usual southwesterly winds along the seaward coast of Nova Scotia. However, the scatterometer wind anomaly (averaged over the span of satellite SSS records) does not seem to behave like this. Instead, the Scotian coastal wind anomaly is easterly while southeasterly anomalous winds are present over much of the shelf. These anomalous southeasterly winds induce a wind-driven depth-averaged response (directed to the right) with anomalous Ekman currents opposing the prevailing fresh/cold water southwestward transport on the shelf, a factor that may also regulate thermohaline characteristics of the shelf water.

A zero lag Multivariate Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of anomalous SSS and SST (Figure 3) suggests that in the shelf zone south of Nova Scotia temperature and salinity rise in a coherent way during 2011–2015. Indeed, during this period the increase explains 20% of the total variance. Interestingly, this multivariate analysis misses the 2012 SST “heat wave” described by Mills et al. [2013]. It was produced by atmospheric blocking events [Greene and Monger, 2012], which occurred without a corresponding SSS increase.
The gridded analyses of salinity/temperature that we examined capture similarly large spatial scale patterns of SST and SSS (Figure 4). Repeating our multivariate EOF analysis, now including sea level (Figures 4e and 4f) suggests that positive sea level anomalies north of the Gulf Stream wall correlate with salty and warm conditions on the shelf. This correlation may suggest that observed changes are positively related to shifts in the GSNW latitude (see Figure 4g). Since 2001 the maximum lagged correlation between the GSNW

Figure 2. Annually averaged SSS anomaly from (left) Aquarius and (right) SMOS during the Aquarius mission (August 2011 to July 2015). Annual mean SSS contours (32–37 psu, CI = 1-psu) are overlain. 2013 SMOS panel also includes the 2011–2014 mean wind anomaly relative to 1999–2016. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the monthly seasonal cycle.
latitude and the first principal component time series is about 0.5 (not shown), but salinity variations lead the GSNW latitude shifts by about 4–5 months. Over the longer period (1993–2015), salinity variations on the shelf also lead the GSNW latitude shifts, but the lagged correlation is weaker (~0.35). The latter estimate is line with values reported by Lee and Lwiza [2005] and suggests that factors other than Gulf Stream front excursions contribute to the interannual variability of shelf water properties.

Figure 3. Leading multivariate EOFs of anomalous SSS and SST for (a and b) Aquarius (c and d) SMOS, (e) their corresponding temporal principal components. Percentage of explained variance is shown in Figures 3a and 3c.
A striking aspect of anomalous temperature and salinity variations on shelf and in the Slope Sea is their large magnitude, spatial coherence, and event-like variations (Figure 4). The strongest event to occur during our period of interest is a cold/fresh anomaly which developed in late 1996 and continued through early 1998. This anomaly had salinities 1.5 psu below normal, the lowest relative salinity in the entire 24 year period of Oleander ship transects [Flagg et al., 2006]. A similarly large event with salinities about 1 psu above normal began in 2012 and continues to present (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 4. Spatial and temporal components of the leading multivariate EOFs of anomalous monthly SSS, SST (JAMSTEC and EN4 analyses), and SSH (AVISO). Arrows in Figures 4c and 4d are time regression of 6 month average anomalous NCEP/NCAR reanalysis winds [Kalnay et al., 1996] with temporal component of JAMSTEC and EN4 EOFs. (top plots) Percentage of the explained variance is shown. Gulf Stream North Wall (GSNW) latitude anomaly is included in Figure 4g. The 1000 m depth contour is shown in Figures 4e and 4f.
3.2. Relation to NAO Events
During 2001–2015, the appearance of warm and salty shelf anomalies occurs coincident with anomalously weak westerly winds (Figure 4c). If the analysis is repeated over the longer period 1993–2015 (using the EN4 analysis), the easterly wind anomaly pattern shifts southeastward (Figure 4d) and is weakly related to salty conditions on the shelf (see also Figure 2 for the wind anomaly during the most recent period of salty conditions on the shelf). These changes are indicative of large-scale shifts in atmospheric patterns, which are likely responsible for adding variance to the Nova Scotia alongshore winds in early, but not recent, decades (discussed in Li et al. [2014]). As mentioned above, the wind-driven response induced by this anomalous cross-shelf southeasterly wind decreases the prevailing southwestward fresh/cold water transport on the shelf [see also Feng et al., 2016].

As explained in the NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science Center online publication http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/ecosys/ecosystem-ecology/climate.html (see Figure 1 therein), the strength of zonal winds off Nova Scotia and further south is primarily controlled by the meridional shift of the sea level pressure field between positive and negative phases of the NAO. A positive phase of the NAO denotes a northward shift and increase of westerly winds over the Labrador basin. This northward shift leads (somewhat counterintuitive) to the weakening of prevailing westerly winds to the south. During the negative phase of the NAO, the zonal wind system shifts southward, thus leading to stronger westerly winds east and south of Nova Scotia. Given the correlation pattern in Figure 4c, a positive NAO and thus weaker than normal westerly winds leads to anomalously salty shelf water. From that relationship, one may expect a positive correlation of shelf SSS and the NAO index. In fact, the peak correlation is about 0.5 and corresponds to the NAO leading anomalous SSS by approximately 9 months (Figure 5). Such moderate magnitude of the correlation suggests the involvement of other factors. In particular, Townsend et al. [2015] imply that of greater importance than the NAO in recent years are recent increases in freshwater fluxes to the Labrador Sea, which may intensify the volume transport of the inshore, continental shelf limb of the Labrador Current and its continuation as the SSC.

In contrast to the wind correlation patterns (which differ between Figures 4c and 4d), the sea level EOFs (Figures 4e and 4f) suggest a more robust relationship between salty conditions on the shelf and the coastal circulation. For both in situ analyses, sea level shows a positive anomalous seaward gradient across the shelfbreak corresponding to a weakening of the southward geostrophic alongshore currents during salty conditions on the shelf (Figures 4e and 4f).

3.3. The Role of Ocean Circulation
Annual mean near-surface currents (Figure 6a) illustrate the two major pathways of fresh and cold water supply that take place along the shelfbreak (an offshore branch of the SSC) and along the coast (an inshore branch of the SSC). The two branches merge south of Nova Scotia and continue down into the MAB (see also Figure 1a). Currents in the two SSC pathways weaken during salty conditions as shown by the correlation pattern in Figure 6b, which is obtained by projecting the anomalous currents onto the 2001–2015 multivariate leading principal component. This pattern does not change if the 1994–2015 leading principal component (see Figure 4g) is used instead. Note that variations in the outer SSC branch are in line with sea level data in Figures 4e and 4f, but these data do not reproduce variations in the inner SSC branch, which is closer to the coast. Consistent nonseasonal variations in shelf salinity and currents suggest that anomalous cold/freshwater transport by anomalous currents acting on mean salinity gradients play an important role in controlling the water mass properties of the shelf water. The impact of alongshore currents is also evident in the M/V Oleander transects where lower temperatures and salinities are coincident with anomalously strong southwestward alongshore currents [Flagg et al., 2006].

The same southwestward alongshore fresh water transport that freshens the shelf also brings nutrients and should result in higher biological productivity. Such expected negative relationship between nonseasonal SSS and Chl-a does occur from shelfbreak extending into the Slope Sea. In this zone, anomalous SSS fluctuations explain only about 20–30% of the standard deviation of anomalous Chl-a. However on the shelf, anomalous Chl-a concentration displays a weak but positive correlation with anomalous SSS (Figure 6b). In part, the lack of correlation between Chl-a and SSS may be attributed to seasonality in the regional relationship between the two, which peaks in summer [Reul et al., 2014b]. But, assessing the correlation based on summer months only also results in similarly low correlation values (not shown). The weak correlation may also suggest that processes other than advection dominate the Chl-a budget.
3.4. Observed Salt Budget

Although the correlation pattern in Figure 6b suggests that southwestward shelf currents weaken during salty events, their relative impact on the salt budget is not apparent. Our empirical evaluation of the salt budget focuses on the Aquarius observations. It is based on the salt budget equation (1) that is vertically averaged within the mixed layer. This allows using the Aquarius SSS as a proxy for vertically averaged salinity. Inevitably, an observation-based analysis does not resolve vertical exchanges (VDIFF). The horizontal diffusion (HDIFF) normally has fine spatial scales and is averaged out within 1° Aquarius grid. Next, we focus on anomalous salinity budget, which is evaluated for deviations from the climatological monthly seasonal cycle (nonseasonal anomalies). The seasonal cycle is estimated using the reference period (1992–2015), or as much as possible of that available for a particular variable. Anomalous salinity evaluated from relatively short Aquarius data is corrected for the difference in annually average SSS climatology between Aquarius and reference periods using the EN4 data. The anomalous horizontal salinity advection takes the form, where the angular brackets, $< >$, representing vertical averaging are omitted:

$$-(\vec{\alpha} \cdot \nabla S) = -\vec{\alpha}' \cdot \nabla S - \vec{\alpha} \cdot \nabla S' - \vec{\alpha}' \cdot \nabla S'$$

(2)

where “primes” denote anomalies from the climatological monthly cycle. In Figure 7, all terms in (2) are averaged over the Aquarius period 2011–2015. As in Figure 6, mixed layer currents are approximated by the OSCAR currents (referenced to approximately 15 m depth) while mixed layer salinity is approximated by the

---

Figure 5. (a) Time series of annually smoothed station-based NAO index [Hurrell et al., 2003] and the leading principal component (PC1) of the EN4 analysis SST, SSS, and SSH (from Figure 4g). (b) Lagged correlation between NAO and PC1.
Aquarius SSS. The salinity tendency (Figure 7a) resembles the leading EOF shown in Figure 3a reflecting the monotonic increase in SSS at a rate of a few tenths of a psu/year over the period 2011–2015. Normalized net surface salt flux, $SSF = (E - P)/MLD$, where MLD is the mixed layer depth, is of similar size (Figure 7b). These two terms are almost an order of magnitude weaker than horizontal advection by anomalous

![Diagram of near-surface currents based on the OSCAR analysis:](image-url)
currents, $-\mathbf{u}' \cdot \nabla S$ (Figure 7c). Off Nova Scotia, this advection term dominates the advection of anomalous salinity, $-\bar{u} \cdot \nabla S'$, (Figure 7d), while the latter becomes increasingly important downstream in the MAB. The magnitude of anomalous salinity advection by anomalous currents, $-\bar{u}' \cdot \nabla S'$, is about 20–30% of $-\bar{u} \cdot \nabla S$ (Figures 7c and 7f). Here one should note that, $-\bar{u}' \cdot \nabla S'$, accounts only for the temporal correlation of non-seasonal anomalies with a characteristic period of month and longer. Although the dominant salinity advection by anomalous currents, $-\bar{u} \cdot \nabla S$, has a rather complex spatial structure (Figure 7c), we feel what is believable in Figure 7c is the presence of a broad area of positive anomalous salinity advection off Nova Scotia that extends further southwestward and may be an important source of the observed mixed layer salinity increase (Figure 7a). The advection by anomalous currents is negative south of the Newfoundland
that is not apparently present in the mixed layer salinity tendency as estimated from Aquarius (Figure 7a),
but does appear in the combined in situ/SMOS L4 SSS analysis (Figure 3c).

Overall, the observation-based salt budget analysis in Figure 7 suggests that salinity advection by anomalous currents,
\( \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla S \), is the leading term forcing the observed increase in mixed layer salinity on the Scotian shelf, while advection of mixed layer salinity anomalies, \( \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla S_0 \), may be at play in the MAB. All terms of anomalous salinity advection forcing have a characteristic magnitude of a few psu/year, and thus cannot be balanced either by TEND or SSF, both of which are an order of magnitude weaker. Consequently on interannual timescales, the salinity advection by anomalous currents is likely balanced by vertical exchanges at the base of the mixed layer, a term that we cannot estimate directly from observations.

Further evidence for the dominance of horizontal advection in the anomalous salt budget is provided by the positive relationship between variations in temperature and salinity (Figure 4). Because the mixed layer over the shelf and in the Slope Sea is fresher and warmer than deeper water (Figures 8a and 8b), if vertical exchanges dominated they would produce temperature and salinity anomalies of different signs. In contrast, the dominance of horizontal advection produces anomalies of the same sign, as observed. Also, the depth of the mixed layer varies seasonally between 50 and 100 m (Figures 8a and 8b). The vertical scale of positively correlated temperature and salinity anomalies is at least 2 times larger suggesting that vertical exchanges cannot control this exchange. In particular, the 2011–2015 salinity increase seen in satellite SSS (Figures 2 and 3) progressively deepens and penetrates down to 200 m by the 2015 (Figure 8c). Instrumental ADCP records of Flagg et al. [2006] reveal a complex shelfbreak flow system, which shows an along-isobath surface-trapped shelfbreak jet with maximum speeds of about 15 cm/s and a vertical decay scale of \( \sim 50 \) m. But offshore of the shelf-break jet, there is also a 40–50 km wide slope current with larger vertical scale extending down to 300 m and similar velocities as those in the shelfbreak jet.

### 3.5. Model Analysis

We next consider the anomalous salt budget as represented in the numerical simulations, which also show a remarkable maximum of anomalous SSS variability coaligned with the shelf-slope front (Figure 9a).
most of the region, the SSS variability is stronger in the ocean forced by interannually varying atmosphere
than when the model is driven by annually repeating normal year surface forcing (Figure 9b). But, it is not
true in areas surrounding the Gulf Stream that partially intersect the local SSS variability maximum zone
located north of the Gulf Stream. In these areas, the intrinsic ocean variability (due to eddies) probably dom-
ninates and the lack of interannual (forced) signal does not lead to an expected decrease in SSS variability.
The interannually forced ocean dynamics plays an important role in the SSS variability in the NW Atlantic,
but its relative impact is spatially dependent and decreases over areas affected by the Gulf Stream eddies.
The complex partitioning between the forced and intrinsic ocean variability in this region explains in part
the lack of robustness in correlation patterns between observed interannual SSS and winds (Figures 2 and
4c, and 4d). Next, we mainly focus on results from the interannually forced run.

3.5.1. Consistency Between Simulated and Observed Variability

As in the case of the observations presented in Figures (1 and 3), and 4, the dominant EOF of the simulated
anomalous SSS is concentrated north of the Gulf Stream and describes positively correlated SSS variations
extending southwestward into the MAB (Figure 10a). An SSS increase described by this pattern occurs in phase with warmer SST (Figure 10b). Interestingly, there is a salty and warm stripe extending from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and further southwestward along the seaward coast of the Nova Scotia, which is consistent with the Li et al. [2014] hypothesis about the weakening of the inshore branch of the SSC during salt events. The corresponding principal component time series is dominated by 3-5 year time-scale variations that
follow a weakening of prevailing westerly winds by 4–6 months (Figure 10c). This principal component time series (PC1, Figure 10c) projects on an easterly-southeasterly anomalous wind pattern (Figure 10a) similar to that found in observations (Figure 4c). The wind-driven transport induced by these anomalous winds acts against prevailing southwestward currents on the shelf and the Slope Sea, and thus decreases the transport of fresh/cold water from the high latitudes.

The time mean surface currents in the model (Figure 11a) resemble observations (Figure 6a). The two branches of the SSC are clearly represented. But, some details of simulated currents differ from observations. In particular, some important features of topographically forced circulations around the Grand Banks and Georges Banks are not well resolved in the model. As a result, the offshore branch of the SSC is fed by the Labrador Current extension that circulates south of Newfoundland, rather than encompassing the Grand Banks (as is represented in OSCAR surface currents). Other than those differences, the model does represent the major pathways by which higher latitude surface water is transported down the shelf. The changes in the surface circulation under salty conditions are also in line with the observations presented.
earlier (Figure 11b). As in the case of the observations (Figure 6b), the two branches of the simulated SSC weaken during salty events. Given the time mean simulated, salt gradient is realistic (not shown), this, in turn, suggests less freshwater transport to areas south of Nova Scotia.

3.5.2. Simulated Salt Budget: Seasonal Analysis

We begin quantification of the nature of salinity variability by focusing on the seasonal cycle in the salinity index area chosen based on the spatial structure of the leading EOF (see the white contour in Figure 10a for the index area location). The model simulates reasonably well the magnitude and annual phase of the

Figure 11. Model coastal currents in the northwestern Atlantic: (a) time mean currents, (b) anomalous currents correlation with temporal part of the leading EOF (PC1, Figure 7c). Areas where currents >0.25 m/s are blanked. Positive/negative zonal component is red/blue, respectively. The index area (see Figure 7a) is shown in light grey.
mixed layer salinity storage, which is in line with the JAMSTEC analysis (Figure 12a). If one exists, the leading forcing term should vary coherently with storage (TEND) and explain its seasonal magnitude and annual phase. However, in the dynamically complex environment adjacent to the Gulf Stream a clearly dominant term is not present. Instead, the seasonal salinity variations are driven by contributions from all terms. Decomposing the salt budget terms (Figure 12b), we find that seasonal TEND is to some extent driven by horizontal advection by mean currents (HADV), which varies mostly in phase with TEND and has a similar seasonal magnitude. In the shelf and Slope Sea region encompassed by the salinity index area, the mean horizontal salinity advection, HADV, freshens the mixed layer due to the fresh/cold water transport from high latitudes, which seasonal peak occurs in mid-summer. As expected, vertical processes (dominated by the vertical diffusion in the index area) provide mostly salinity flux into the fresh mixed layer and counteract the leading effect of horizontal advection. Because the magnitude of the vertical diffusive flux is proportional to salinity contrast between the mixed layer and saltier water beneath this flux decreases in spring when SSS is at its seasonal maximum. The surface flux term, \(SSF = (E-P)S/H\), (see equation (1)) has the smallest but still important seasonal magnitude and is dominated by the effect of summer rainfall. Rainfall in areas adjacent to the Gulf Stream SST front is significant due to the permanent convergence of the near surface winds induced by SST gradients. However, the surface freshwater flux impact is scaled by the mixed layer depth, \(H\), which shrinks in summer, thus leading to the seasonal amplification of the surface flux term, SSF. As noted above, our estimate of the horizontal eddy advection may not include the entire effect of the Gulf Stream eddies, because of the fixed separation scale (~2 months) used in this study. Hence, a portion of the eddy impact may alias into the mean advection, HADV. Horizontal salinity flux by eddies with periods less than 2 months (HEDDY) is mostly positive, which one may expect due to salt/warm Gulf Stream eddies. The eddy-induced salinification of the index area amplifies in fall and opposes the freshening effect of mean currents and displays important seasonal variations with magnitudes comparable to other salt budget terms.

Figure 12. Two years of the seasonal cycle of the simulated mixed layer salt budget terms spatially averaged over the index area shown in Figure 10a: (a) salinity tendency (TEND = ∂S/∂t) and that from JAMSTEC analysis; (b) horizontal salinity advection by mean currents (HADV), vertical processes (vertical advection and turbulent diffusion combined, VERT), surface salt flux normalized by the mixed layer depth (SSF), and horizontal eddy advection (HEDDY).
3.5.3. Simulated salt BUDGET: Nonseasonal Analysis

After subtraction of the seasonal variations of each term of (1) and applying a 1 year running mean, we can
examine the interannual salt budget (Figure 13). Interannual TEND displays a sequence of oscillations with a
characteristic amplitude of about 0.5–1 psu/year suggesting that SSS changes on average by about 1–3 psu
between high and low-salinity events, depending on their period (Figure 13b). The rate of change of the
mixed layer salinity is explained by the combined action of the total horizontal salinity advection and the
vertical exchanges (HADVT+VERT, Figure 13a) while the remaining small difference equals the net surface
flux, SSF. Like the seasonal salt budget (Figure 12b), the relative impact of all terms (but the surface flux) on
the interannual salinity in the index area is similarly large. However, it can be noted that characteristic mag-
nitude of interannual TEND is smaller than the magnitude of the advection terms. Because TEND generally
decreases at longer time scales, this relationship is better seen for a sequence of rather long interannual
salinity variations present in the simulations after 1999 (Figure 13b). Disregarding TEND leads to in-phase
variations of salinity and the leading forcing term. In fact, local extrema in the horizontal salinity advection
by mean currents (HADV, after 1999) roughly corresponds to zero crossings of TEND, and thus occurs almost
in phase with salinity extrema (Figures 13a and 13b). For these interannual events, the eddy salinity flux
(HEDDY) and vertical exchanges (VERT) tend to act as a negative feedback and are negatively correlated
with HADV. The latter governs interannual salinity and leads it by a few months (Figure 13b). This lead is
due to the small yet nonnegligible magnitude of TEND.

The leading role of HADV and its in-phase variations with interannual salinity hold for the run long statistics
that explains the correlation patterns we see in Figure 11b. Our 15 year simulations produce eight salinity
events (Figure 13b). For six of them that develop after mid-1997, the horizontal salinity advection by slowly
varying currents (HADV) is the leading forcing term, while the vertical exchanges (VERT) and the horizontal
eddy salinity advection (HEDDY) both provide a negative feedback to HADV forcing. Such a balance implies
that salinity tendency plays a relatively minor role (the magnitude of TEND is about 20% of that for HADV,
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**Figure 13.** Anomalous mixed layer salt budget terms relative to the seasonal climatology averaged over the index area shown in Figure 7a: (a) salinity tendency (TEND = dS/dt) and the sum of total horizontal advection and vertical processes, (b) horizontal salinity advection by mean currents (HADV), vertical exchanges (vertical advection and turbulent diffusion combined, VERT), surface salt flux normalized by the mixed layer depth (SSF), and horizontal eddy salinity advection (HEDDY).
compare Figures 13a and 13b), and thus interannual salinity varies almost in phase with interannual HADV by slow varying currents. However, the relationship between interannual salinity and advection terms is more complex for events prior to the mid-1997, for which HEDDY acts as a leading forcing (Figure 13b). This suggests that eddy shedding by the Gulf Stream and the role they play in the interannual salt balance of the Slope Sea are also important, as one may expect in this dynamically complex region. Gross negative correlation between the eddy and mean horizontal salinity transport (Figure 13b) is a very striking characteristic also present in other eddy resolving ocean simulations at various time scales [e.g., Treguier et al., 2012]. Interannual variations of the surface salt flux are weak in comparison with other terms and their contribution can be quantified as negligible (Figure 13b).

4. Summary and Discussion

During the Aquarius and SMOS satellite missions (2011–2015), SSS displays a steady and consistent increase of about 1 psu over the entire NW Atlantic shelf area south of Nova Scotia. These SSS changes are in part related to the weakening of the ocean shelf currents in turn induced by changes in the atmospheric circulation due to a strengthening of the NAO during this period. Comparing the results from this short 5 year period with a similar examination of two historical in situ-based ocean profile data analyses (from JAMSTEC and Hadley Centre, EN4) indicates that mixed layer salinity and temperature north of the Gulf Stream experience positively correlated interannual oscillations at a rate of 1 psu per 2°C, which have shelf-wide spatial patterns and that these salty and warm events are coincident with an easterly-southeasterly wind anomaly over the shelf. The presence of these positively correlated anomalies suggests a key role for horizontal advection rather than vertical exchanges (the latter would have led to negatively correlated anomalies).

About 50% of interannual SSS variability can be related to interannual variations of the NAO index and related meridional shifts of the North Atlantic wind patterns, which lead anomalous SSS on the shelf by about 9 months. The wind systems shift northward during NAO+ that leads to weakening zonal winds off and to the south of Nova Scotia. The wind weakening forces anomalous Ekman transport that acts in the opposite direction of the mean shelf currents (which are directed southwestward), which supply cold/fresh water from the north. The OSCAR near-surface current analysis shows that these events are coincident with the weakening of both branches of the Scotian Shelf Current (SSC). But, they correlate only moderately with the latitude of the Gulf Stream North Wall. This suggests that salinity advection by anomalous currents in the SSC acting on the mean salinity gradient is the primary forcing that regulates the appearance of fresh/cold anomalies in shelf area extending from Nova Scotia down to the Mid-Atlantic Bight. This forcing has a characteristic magnitude of a few psu/year, and thus cannot be balanced either by surface salt flux or salinity tendency, which are an order of magnitude weaker. Since storage is much smaller than anomalous horizontal salinity advection on interannual timescales, this advection term is mostly balanced by vertical exchanges.

Positively correlated interannual salinity and temperature oscillations over the entire NW Atlantic shelf area is also a characteristic of our eddy resolving ocean model simulations. The model salt budget confirms that interannual horizontal salinity advection is the main driver of interannual salinity, while the vertical exchanges provide negative feedback. Contributions from horizontal diffusion and net surface salt flux are small. TEND plays a relatively minor role on interannual periods (the magnitude of interannual TEND is about 20% of horizontal advection), and thus interannual salinity varies almost in phase with interannual HADV. Fifteen year-long simulations produce eight interannual salinity oscillations (positive and negative). Six of them are driven by the horizontal advection by slow varying currents (>2 months), while two events are driven by the horizontal eddy advection (<2 months). This suggests that eddy shedding by the Gulf Stream and the role that the eddies play in the interannual salt balance of the Slope Sea is nonnegligible, as one may expect in this dynamically complex region. As in the case of our observational analysis, the simulations show salt/warm events are connected with southeasterly wind anomalies over the shelf and anomalously weak Scotian Shelf Current and that such wind anomalies are the main mechanism by which fresh high latitude water is transported west southwestward along the shelf.

Shifts in the water mass properties of the shelf water inevitably shift the spatial and temporal distribution of marine populations because of thermal preferences. The new satellite observations discussed in this paper allow for better evaluation of SSS and SST gradients, and thus improve our ability to monitor the advection
of salt and heat into this region. Adding satellite SSS to the existing suite of tools for ocean remote sensing will also open up further studies. Possibilities include the use of SSS as a tracer (jointly with SST) of the role of currents in producing warm, salty, and poor Chl water on the shelf and their links with large-scale atmosphere variability and biological response.
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